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10 HOT Trends from Exhibitor 2015

Nichols is always current on the latest 

trends in design and manufacturing of 

tradeshow exhibits so that our customers 

get the best the industry has to offer.

While attending the 2015 Exhibitor Show,  

we observed 10 key trends that will help  

exhibitors stay ahead of the curve. In this  

ebook we examine those trends, and give 

you tips on how you can make use of them 

with your next exhibit.

Team Nichols
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TREND 1: Illumination rules.

Light, bright, and made just right.

For another year, lighted displays were at the top of the trends we spotted at Exhibitor.  
We viewed a number of stunning lightbox examples at the show:

• Suspended, lighted cubes are a trendsetting element in 2015.
• When it comes to lightboxes, the larger the better for catching the eye of show  

attendees.
• We saw lightboxes used as ceiling elements, dramatically defining the space.
• New options abound to increase lightbox flexibility including shelves that attach  

magnetically and appear to be floating on the lightbox, along with additional retail  
fixtures, monitor mounts and spotlights.

Lightboxes, particularly the nLite™ offered by Nichols, continue to be a fantastic option for 
creating an eye-catching display in all shapes and sizes, in portable and modular exhibits, 
as well as large custom booths. Here are a few keys to keep in mind when building your 
lighted display:

• Many exhibits are only front lit. Backlighting makes your graphics really pop for a  
difference you have to see to believe!

• The key that makes one lightbox different from another is the brightness and evenness 
of lights – which is why the nLite from Nichols is first in its class!

• Look for a light box that has no perimeter shadowing, no matter the size of the graphic.
• Many light boxes can be custom made to just about any size and shape to fit your 

space and your needs. Some light boxes can even be curved. Check with your exhibit 
house for their custom capabilities.

• Most light boxes are exceptionally easy to set up and take down (especially when the 
lights stay attached to the frame in the crate), and have low shipping costs compared to 
other custom exhibit components. 

When you you’re looking for bright ideas for your next display, contact us at 847-229-9800.
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TREND 2: Video walls abound.

What’s next? Think video walls and illumination.

The era of booths without technology elements is past. In these amazing examples from  
Exhibitor 2015, we found a wide variety of ways to integrate hot technology to garner attention 
for your display.

We were impressed by the large number of exhibitors who integrated video walls into their 
booth space. These video walls were created using modular LCD panels of varying resolutions. 
Some booths used large interactive touch screens to engage show attendees and offer a  
great way to draw potential clients into a specific program, website or marketing campaign.

Another example was Volanti’s LED cube, which could display different presentations on each 
side of the cube with amazing clarity. Virtual reality is also making its way into the exhibit  
hall – we had some fun checking out a few different vendors at the show.

When you’re considering how to make your booth stand out, think about how you can best  
use technology. Things to consider:

• Be sure to partner with an exhibit house that either has the in-house expertise or strategic 
partnerships to bring you this upscale, impactful booth element.

• Not only do you need a hardware provider, you need a content provider who can deliver  
an absorbing, interactive, multi-sensory experience for the end user.

• While there is not one single right way, animation was far more prevalent than video  
presentations as it allows you to easily move back and forth from conceptual to  
concrete information.

• As a first step in technology integration, you might consider creating a web portal just for 
the show and using iPads that allow attendees to input their contact information; there are 
many interesting and beautiful ways to display iPads in your booth. Check out tablet stands 
in our kiosk portfolio at gonichols.com/project/kiosks 

When you you’re looking for amazing ways to integrate hot technology into a display, contact  
us at 847-229-9800.
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TREND 3: Cutting-edge contemporary.

Let potential clients know you are on the leading edge!

Today’s buyers are embracing clean lines and are attracted by great style. Contemporary,  
stylish exhibits share certain common elements, but each is still unique. Ways to make your 
exhibit more contemporary include:

• Use black and white with a pop of color; nothing gets the attention of attendees like  
black and white, especially when it’s illuminated.

• Make use of the vertical space to stand out from the crowd.
• Achieve high drama with unexpected elements, such as these that we saw at  

Exhibitor 2015: 
 
 - Amazing lines coming down from a suspended ring to encircle the seating area. 
 - Transparent glistening hanging rods that create a magical effect. 
 - An enormous hanging sign with different facial expressions on the interior, visible   
   when  standing inside. 
 - Design that moves from the back wall to the floor and back to the counter elements  
   while still allowing for unique messaging from multiple vendors. 

Visit our portfolio at gonichols.com/portfolio to see examples of beautiful, sleek,  
contemporary exhibits. When you’re ready to showcase your forward-thinking design,  
give us a call to help you create a contemporary trade show booth that grabs your  
prospects’ attention!
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TREND 4: Fabric, reimagined.

The awe-inspiring nature of fabric exhibits.

Fabric has been in the spotlight for many years as an easy, cost-effective alternative to hard  
wall architecture. In fact, it was one of our big trends last year because we felt that fabric  
graphics really came into their own as a premium finish, without the cost of a custom wood  
exhibit. We saw large fabric graphics again this year, but some of the amazing displays took 
fabric to a whole new level.

There are unlimited and mind-blowing ways to use fabrics to stop traffic in its tracks.  
Here are a few ideas to get you excited: 

• Large fabric graphics can be stretched across portable, lightweight structures configured 
to a wide variety of shapes and sizes, limited only by your imagination. Imagine a sweeping 
fabric curved as a roof, or draping panels from floor to ceiling in a pyramid shape with  
walkways between and a cozy conference room in the center, or even a twisted panel that 
looks like a large twizzler. These concepts would be nearly impossible to build, not to  
mention cost-prohibitive, with custom wood construction, but not so with fabric!

• Translucent fabric on the perimeter of your exhibit lets people walking the aisles see 
what’s happening in your booth space while elegantly defining your area. Fabric can drape 
from the ceiling and be lit from behind. Or a backlit translucent fabric with a textured pattern 
gives the feel of a contemporary museum exhibit. When it comes to the effects that can be 
created with translucent fabrics, the ideas are jaw-dropping!

• Fabric graphics can be illuminated either from outside or from within (as with a Nichols 
nLite). LED lighting illuminates with less heat output. Moreover, using internal lighting adds a 
luster to the graphics, intensifies color, creates an eye-catching glow, and will certainly turn 
heads so you stand out from the crowd.

• For even better value, the flexibility comes with the framing. The supporting aluminum  
framing is scalable and can be enlarged or scaled down when needed to get the most out 
of your trade show budget. Reconfigure the frame components, create a new graphic and 
voila – it’s like an entirely new exhibit. And, all without straining your budget. 

When it comes to remarkable beauty, flexibility, durability, and design options, large fabric 
graphics will garner you a crowd on the showroom floor. Contact us at gonichols.com/contact 
to schedule an ideation session where you’ll discover how you can achieve high drama without 
all the costs associated with heavy, custom wood exhibits.
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TREND 5: Looking up.

Using vertical space for maximum effect.

When you’re looking for ways to get your money’s worth from your trade show booth, it’s  
important to take full advantage of the space available to you. One place where you can  
often find overlooked real estate is in the vertical space above your booth.

At Exhibitor 2015 we saw many great examples of ways to take advantage of the space above 
your booth to spread your message to more of the crowd: 

• Use tall lightboxes to make your booth more visible from further away, and the bright light 
will draw traffic in. How many times have you walked a trade show booth floor and looked 
up to see something intriguing in the distance?

• It is very trendy for exhibitors to define their space with suspended, illuminated, roof-like 
elements, usually constructed with an aluminum frame structure and fabric. It also offers a 
comfy environment to visitors in your booth.

• Tall or suspended banners that can be seen from across the exhibit hall are another great 
way to make your booth more visible while getting your message across.

• We noticed some massive hanging signs at Exhibitor 2015, which can be a great  
eye-catcher. People are drawn to simple, dramatic solutions. Scale a hanging sign to  
your exhibit to do just that. 

While these examples focus on how to use the vertical space above island booths, another 
great way to save money and still make a big impact is to reserve a perimeter space at your 
show. Sometimes these spaces cost the same amount as an in-line space but don’t come  
with the 8’ height limitation. You may be able to go up as high as 12’ along the wall (be sure  
to check with Show Management for your show’s specifications).

Don’t be afraid to go tall and draw in the crowd! When you’re looking for the perfect source  
to bring your booth to new heights, contact us at gonichols.com/contact.
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TREND 6: Panel systems.

A custom look at a lower cost.

We noticed an increase in the use of flexible panel systems at Exhibitor this year, and with good 
reason. Panel systems offer a clean, contemporary look, which is further enhanced with premi-
um facing materials like dibond and silicone edged graphics. Clients who manage large show 
programs with diverse needs find panel systems to be the answer they’ve been looking for. 

There are many benefits to a panel system: 

• Endless design possibilities – With easily connected aluminum frame panels that can 
stack and curve, there are many interesting ways to build your display.

• Scalability to the max – Adding extra panels allows you to easily expand from a 10’ inline 
to a 20’, or to an island exhibit.

• Wise use of your budget – Panel systems cost less than custom exhibits in construction, 
shipping and installation/dismantling.

• Quick change for a new look – You can easily get a new look by replacing the skin on the 
panel; skins can be made of dibond, fabric or laminate.

• Amazing flexibility – The panels are interchangeable, so you can easily create counters 
and storage closets with the same panel components.

• Great for rentals – When you’re looking to rent a trade show booth, a panel system is the 
best way to scale up for your big, national show. Nichols has a large inventory of panel 
frames to accommodate your needs at: gonichols.com/rentals 

When scalability, flexibility and cost are your primary concerns, panel systems are a great  
option! To find out more about how you can incorporate a panel system into your booth design, 
contact us at gonichols.com/contact.
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TREND 7: Make a statement!

Stand out with unique shapes and colors.

After some of the amazing shapes and colors we saw at last year’s show, we weren’t surprised 
to see a return of the trend toward bold shapes, bright colors, and interesting materials at 
Exhibitor 2015. This year, we saw displays that pushed the envelope even further with accent 
colors, shapes and curves, and new uses for materials.

Here are a variety of unique ideas shown at Exhibitor 2015: 

• Shapes – We saw both cubes and organic curving shapes, which are contemporary  
and are conducive to illumination. Bold shapes are a quick way to grab visitors’ attention.

• Colors – An eye-catching combination is a white and black booth with bold color accents. 
Colors can be printed directly on panels, but with a white booth you can also change the 
color of your LED lights to easily change the color of your booth. The color that stood out 
most at Exhibitor 2015 was lime green, which looked terrific with black and white.

• Materials – 2015’s trend was to use existing materials in a new way. We loved the use of 
multiple, multi-plane SEG boxes as a projection screen for fascinating animation in the  
Moss booth – it is one example of a great way to take a common element (a plain white, 
SEG graphic) and use it creatively to make a show-stopping exhibit. 

With our custom design capabilities, we can help you create your unique look to make a  
statement and boost your booth traffic. Contact us at gonichols.com/contact
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TREND 8: Get comfortable.

Invite visitors to make themselves at home.

At Exhibitor 2015, we saw many intriguing booths designed to make the space feel like home. 
Comfortable seating, food and drink offerings, and other cozy elements invite visitors to your 
booth to stay a while, have a conversation, and engage with your brand.

Take a look at some of these great ideas to create inviting spaces: 

• Ceiling elements define your space from afar and create visual boundaries.
• Comfortable seating that’s easily accessible is an open invitation to enter your space  

and spend time with you.
• Ever popular coffee bars, smoothies and movie-size boxes of candy are a sure way to  

attract people to your booth. 

To get the most from your exhibit, you need an exhibit house that offers a vast amount of  
options to help you create the space that’s right for your needs. At Nichols, we have custom  
design capabilities and spend the time brainstorming with you to come up with the best  
options for your next booth.

Contact us at gonichols.com/contact to find out how we can help you make your next booth 
cozy and comfortable, getting you the attention you need to succeed.
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TREND 9: Looking down.

Untapped real estate under your feet.

In Trend #5 we examined the often unused real estate you can find by looking up. However, 
vertical space is just one way to make the most of your exhibit and give your message a boost. 
As you’ll see in the photos from Exhibitor 2015, there are also advantages to looking down.

We saw interesting new flooring materials, and were especially impressed with the design and 
quality of the wood-look, roll-out, padded vinyl options. Some of the ways you can use flooring 
to make a fabulous impact: 

• Use printed vinyl flooring to carry brand elements throughout the entire booth.
• Make the floor a continuous booth element by extending the design from the back wall  

out the edge of the floor.
• Make the floor more comfortable for your booth staff while extending the brand with dye 

sub printing to a carpet; you can print multiple designs on the carpet, defining different 
spaces within the booth.

• Give the space an upscale and contemporary feel with wood-look flooring. 

There are many ways to make use of your booth’s floor. Contact us at gonichols.com/contact 
to find out what custom flooring component will make the most impact in your booth space.
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TREND 10: It’s all in the details.

Details make the difference.

Being a distributor allows us to keep up with trends, be innovative, and bring our customers the 
best new products in the marketplace. When we see exciting new products, we just can’t wait 
to share them with you to make sure you have the very best product to meet your needs.

For needs both big and small, here are a few innovative finds from Exhibitor 2015: 

• A new twist on a pop-up display – The graphic attaches to a SEG channel that attaches 
magnetically to the frame; since there are no thick Velcro attachments around the perimeter, 
you get a sleeker, cleaner look.

• Amazing detailing on a tall tower –Octanorm achieved this look by routing ½” sintra in a 
cohesive pattern to create a rich and interesting finish.

• A unique magnet system –Football helmets were attached magnetically to a lightbox,  
looking like they were suspended in air. The strength of this magnet system was amazing: 
- There is no need to cut the fabric to attach a wide variety of fixtures. 
- Shelves can hold up to 20 pounds. 
- The magnet system doesn’t create a shadow in the lightbox.

• New light fixtures – We’re always looking for new lighting and were happy to find several 
suppliers whose lights included the transformer in small fixtures. 

There are many ways to make use of your booth’s floor. Contact us at gonichols.com/contact 
to find out what custom flooring component will make the most impact in your booth space.



We are always looking for more ways to make your tradeshow experience  
dynamic and worry free. We hope you enjoyed the HOT new trends from  
Exhibitor 2015. In addition to finding great trends at Exhibitor 2015, we  
also strengthened relationships and made new contacts that will enable  
us to serve you even better.  

We’re ready to help you incorporate any or all of these trends into your own  
exhibit. Give us a call at 847-229-9800 and we’ll help you make your vision  
for your next tradeshow booth a reality.

With you every step of the way,

Team Nichols

685 Chaddick Drive  |  Wheeling, IL  60090  |  847.229.9800  |  gonichols.com
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Photos in this booklet were taken in public spaces at the Exhibitor 2015 show and do not represent displays or materials 
manufactured by Nichols. Although Nichols creates similar displays, these images were taken strictly as a representation of 
the trends that appeared throughout the event, and are meant as news-worthy information only. Nichols does not claim any 
sponsorship, endorsement, or association with the products or services pictured in these sample images. For information 
about the next Exhibit conference go to: exhibitoronline.com.


